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The Wheaton Edge is our graduates’ edge in a competitive global market. It helps 
them find a career path, understand how skills, practice and passion intersect, and 
develop a network of friends and colleagues who understand their strengths and 
help them build on them.

The advantage that the college offers includes guaranteed access to internship 

funding, which ensures that every student has the opportunity to apply their 

knowledge and skills in a real-world setting. It also includes

•  personalized support for each student from professors and staff to set goals, plan a 

course of study and explore their interests on campus and beyond.

•  a rigorous, interdisciplinary liberal arts education through our Connections 

curriculum that links the liberal arts to the wider world.

•  a residential campus experience directed by students, offering myriad opportunities 

to shape the Wheaton experience and develop leadership skills.

Wheaton’s guaranteed support takes students to amazing places. Every year, the 

college’s undergraduates work across the country and around the world, gaining the 

kinds of real-world experiences that help them make the most of their education and 

prepare them for what comes after graduation.

The Filene Center for Academic Advising and Career Services provides expert advice to help students plan, 

land and prepare for internship experiences that connect to their academic interests and post-graduation 

goals. The center offers a full, four-year program for every student.

On the following pages, you will read about the learning adventures of students who used one of Wheaton’s 

internship stipends during the summer of 2018. Their experiences shed new light on their academic interests, 

helped to shape their plans for the future and provided the opportunity to test out 

their skills beyond the classroom.

The value of our focus on combining rigorous academics with real-world 

experience is evident in the success our students enjoy after graduation. Six 

months after graduation, 98 percent of recent graduates had found their first 

job, enrolled in graduate school, began a fellowship or pursued an experience 

in public service.

 72%  Employed
 16%  Graduate or  

professional school
 4%  Internships
 3%  Fellowships: Fulbright, 

Watson, etc.
 3%  Volunteer and national 

service (AmeriCorps,  
City Year, etc.)

Data based on a knowledge rate of 72%  
for the classes of 2014-2017

World-class scholars
Wheaton students have won more 
than 215 academic scholarships 
since 2000. That includes three 
Rhodes Scholarships, 17 Watson 
Fellows and 95 Fulbright 
Scholarships.  

Jobs and internships
Wheaton students and graduates
Africare 
American Airlines
Brown Brothers Harriman
Child Family Health International
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
Fidelity Investments 
Google
Live Nation
JP Morgan
Massachusetts State House
MassChallenge Inc.
NBC Universal
New England Aquarium
Peace Corps
White House
World Wildlife Fund 

Graduate schools
The top ten graduate schools 
attended by Wheaton students 
since 2005 are: 
Harvard University
Boston University
Simmons College
Northeastern University 
Lesley University 
Boston College
Tufts University
New York University 
University of
Massachusetts Boston
University of New England 

@wheaton WheatonCollege wheatoncollegema @wheatonlyonsWheatonCollege.edu

Outcomes 
Location
Wheaton’s campus is located 
between two great cities—
Boston and Providence are 
easily reachable via the MBTA 
commuter rail system.

Academics
Wheaton College o�ers more 
than 100 majors and minors, plus 
the option to design an 
independent major.

Students
The college currently enrolls 
1,650 students, representing 
nearly 40 states and more than 
70 countries.

Faculty 
The college faculty comprises 
137 full-time faculty members, 
ninety-two percent of whom 
hold the highest degree in 
their �eld. The student-faculty 
ratio is 10:1.

Residential life
All students are guaranteed 
housing for all four years at 
Wheaton; 99 percent choose 
college housing to take full 
advantage of our vibrant campus 
life.

Campus activities
The college o�ers more than 
100 student-run clubs and 
organizations and the
freedom for students to
create new organizations
to suit their interests.

Dining
The college recently completed 
a top-to-bottom renovation of
all the campus dining facilities 
and it introduced a new menu 
that emphasizes fresh, 
made-to-order meals as well
as a wide variety of options.

Athletics
The college �elds 21 NCAA 
Division III athletic teams and 
o�ers club and intramural
sports programs.

 
 

 

98%
Success Rate

 

68%
Employed

18%
Graduate or
professional
school

4%
Fellowships 
(Fulbright, Watson, etc.)

4%
Internships

4%
Volunteer and national service
(AmeriCorps, City Year, etc.)
Data based on a knowledge rate of 74% for the 
classes of 2014, 2015, and 2016

Six months after graduation,
Wheaton alumni �nd many
ways to spell success. 

The
Wheaton Edge

combines the guarantee of 
funding for internships with the 

high-quality educational 
program for which the college is 

known. The college invests 
nearly $1.2 million each year to 

support student learning outside 
the classroom. 

FAST FACTS
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Anoushka Agrawal ’20

   Psychology, Economics

      Caroline C. Edwards ‘70  
Current Use Internship Fund

   Bradley Sleep Lab, Sleep for 
Science, Providence, RI

   Through this experience, I had 
the opportunity to explore the 
world of data coordination and 
collection, and the role of a 
research assistant at a research 
lab. Not only did I gain skills that 
are required in the work force, 
but I learned how the sleep 
research being conducted can be 
incorporated in my daily lifestyle.

 Noah Allen ’19

    Biochemistry

      Merit Scholarship

   Wheaton College Department of 
Chemistry Norton, 
Massachusetts

   This work built directly on the 
foundation that my classes have 
laid for me over the last three 
years. It helped expand and 
deepen my understanding of 
concepts and my future career in 
the sciences.

Jorge Aguirre Martinez ’20

    Mathematics

      Caroline C. Edwards ‘70  
Current Use Internship Fund

   MedUX by Case on IT 
Madrid, Spain

   This experience was an example 
of how you can use statistical 
analysis in real life. 

Susan Almono ’20

    Film and New Media Studies 

   Clyde Brual Wheaton Fund for 
Career Exploration

     Incite Pictures 
New York, New York 

   My internship with Incite  
Pictures taught me to take 
initiative and go after the things 
that I want.  

Claire Albright ’20

    Biology, Hispanic Studies

      Davis International Fellowship

   Polytechnic University of 
Valencia IBMCP 
Valencia, Spain

   My internship experience this 
summer played a crucial role 
in my ability to understand the 
real-world applications for both 
my biology and Spanish majors. 
Having the opportunity to utilize 
the skills I have been taught in 
the classroom has allowed me to 
better understand the full scope 
of possibilities within my career 
path. 

Sara Asprilla ’20

    Psychology

   Katharine Conroy Whalen ‘70 
Endowed Fund for the  
Filene Center

     AHRC-NYC: Day Habilitation 
Without Walls 
New York, New York

   I used my summer internship 
experience as an opportunity 
to either affirm or redefine what 
it was I wanted for my future 
career. This internship has 
helped me solidify my career 
goal of becoming a pediatric 
occupational therapist.

Arianna Alfiero ’19

    Bioinformatics, Computer 
Science 

      Caroline C. Edwards ‘70  
Current Use Internship Fund

   University of Rhode Island  
Kingston, Rhode Island

   This experience allowed me 
to continue my education by 
developing a bioinformatics 
pipeline that manages the 
processing and analysis of 
RNA-sequencing data. It has also 
prepared me for a career as a 
bioinformatics engineer.

Vanessa Assad ’20

    Business and Management

      Merit Scholarship

   “Innovation and Social Change in 
Emerging Economies” 
Accra, Ghana

   From my experience abroad, 
I realized that traveling and 
engaging with new cultures is a 
passion of mine that I would like 
to pursue for the rest of my life.

 . . . Wheaton dedicates nearly $1.2 million to support student research, travel and internships each year . . .   
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Jules Bibonimana ’19

    Computer Science

      Wheaton College Summer 
Institute for Social 
Entrepreneurship

   Wheaton Innovates (WiN)  
at MassChallenge 
Boston, Massachusetts

   This experience made me realize 
that learning is endless, and the 
more you learn the more fun it 
becomes.

Zainab Ayinde ’20

    African, African American, 
Diaspora Studies

      Davis International Fellowship

   University College Hospital 
Ibadan-UCH Dental 
Ibadan, Nigeria

   This experience positively 
impacted my academic 
experience because I learned 
how to put myself out there in 
the clinic and effectively network. 
I’ve made a lot of connections 
during my time there, which may 
come in handy if I return to UCH 
Dental in the future. 

Angel Bird ’21

    Business and Management, 
African, African-American, 
Diaspora Studies

      Wheaton College Summer 
Institute for Social 
Entrepreneurship

   Wheaton Innovates (WiN)  
at MassChallenge 
Boston, Massachusetts

   I learned from my internship 
experience to be confident in my 
skills and that I enjoyed business 
far more than I imagined. 

Hyunmin Bae ’19

    Studio Art

      Merit Scholarship

   “Music Innovations in Trinidad” 
Trinidad and Tobago

   This trip not only expanded my 
understanding of the music of 
Trinidad, it also helped me to 
think about how I look at a culture 
that is different from mine.

Katherine Bodell ’19

  Biology

      Mars Fellowship for Career 
Exploration

   Wildlife Clinic of Rhode Island  
Saunderstown, Rhode Island 

   It is my career goal to become a 
veterinarian, and my internship 
with the Wildlife Clinic of RI 
opened my eyes to a branch of 
veterinary medicine that I have 
never been exposed to before.

Nefeli Batistatou ’19

    Biochemistry

      Dorothy Yeomans Flanagan P’71 
Fund for Co-Curricular Learning

   ANTISEL 
Athens, Greece

   This internship at ANTISEL 
confirmed that, after I graduate 
and obtain my master’s degree, 
I want to pursue a career at a 
leading company with a scientific 
background.

Martha Bodell  ’19

    Anthropology

      Margit Bliss Orange ‘57 and 
Arnold S. Orange S’57 Internship

   Women and Infants  
Simulation Center 
Providence, Rhode Island

   I realized that I definitely want 
to continue to learn about 
healthcare (or public health) and 
that there are countless paths to 
take..

Katherine Bauld ’19

    English, Business and 
Management

      Merit Scholarship

   Cider Mill Press Book Publishers/ 
The Ogunquit Museum of 
American Art 
Kennebunkport/Ogunquit, Maine

   This summer I completed two 
internships: one at Cider Mill 
Press Book Publishers and one 
at the Ogunquit Museum of 
American Art. In these positions, 
I gained real-world experience 
and gained valuable skills that 
translate well into the workplace.

 . . . Wheaton dedicates nearly $1.2 million to support student research, travel and internships each year . . .   
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Abigail Cahill ’20

    English, Education

      Katharine Conroy Whalen ‘70 
Endowed Fund for the  
Filene Center

   Lexomics Research Group 
Norton, Massachusetts

   I learned how to effectively 
collaborate with others during 
this experience.

Zhuo Chen ’19

    Mathematics and Economics, 
Psychology

      Wheaton College Summer 
Institute for Social 
Entrepreneurship

   Wheaton Innovates  
at MassChallenge 
Boston, Massachusetts

   This internship was the first one 
for me in America, which allowed 
me to gain more insights on how 
to interact with American clients 
and observe cultural differences 
in the workplace.

David Carbonello ’19

    Mathematics 

      Merit Scholarship

   Environmental Safety Training 
Consulting 
Windham, New Hampshire

   This experience enhanced my 
marketing, critical thinking, and 
communication skills, which 
will help me in whatever career I 
choose moving forward.

Mackenzie Chiudina ’20

    Chemistry, Hispanic Studies

      Merit Scholarship

   Faculty-led Geology Trip 
Reykjavik, Iceland 

   Doing fieldwork in Iceland 
opened my eyes to the different 
opportunities of being a 
chemistry major.

Joseph Casarella ’20

    Physics

      Merit Scholarship

   Faculty-led Geology Trip 
Reykjavik, Iceland

   Spending two weeks in such an 
amazing country has opened my 
eyes to the many treasures that 
our planet has to offer.

Nathaniel Chretien-Mansur ’20

    Business and Management

      Keefe Family Foundation 
Work and Learning Fellows 
Endowment

   DropZone for Veterans 
Norton, Massachusetts

   Through my internship with 
DropZone for Veterans, I was 
able to further discover my ability 
to work autonomously in a fast-
paced startup environment.

Jessica Chaikof ’19

    Sociology

      Katharine Conroy Whalen ‘70 
Endowed Fund for the Filene 
Center

   Usher Syndrome Coalition 
Maynard, Massachusetts 

   My experience has allowed me 
to further develop my career 
aspirations of going into health 
and patient advocacy. My 
internship allowed me to better 
understand how the coalition 
approaches various tasks, 
such as making information 
accessible, to which populations 
we should we reach out, and 
what is most needed.

Christina Chu ’19

    Psychology 

      Stephen E. and Carol M. Canter 
‘66 Endowed Fund in Experiential 
Learning

   College for Social Innovation 
Boston, Massachusetts

   I used the concepts I learned 
to interact and understand 
my coworkers, because that is 
essential for a successful time at 
an internship. This was all done 
through strong communication 
skills and quickly learning and 
adapting to my new work 
environment. 

. . . Career Services organizes and hosts more than 80 career planning events for students each year . . . 
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Josephine Coppinger ’20

    Sociology

      Stephen E. and Carol M. Canter 
‘66 Endowed Fund in  
Experiential Learning

   Green City Growers 
Somerville, 
Massachusetts 

   From my internship experience 
I learned about the versatile 
capabilities I have that I can apply 
to professional work.

Ginger Ciaburri ’20

    Computational Linguistics 
(independent major)

      Merit Scholarship

   “Innovation and Social Change in 
Emerging Economies” 
Accra, Ghana

   The trip to Ghana enriched my 
experience at Wheaton by giving 
me the opportunity to learn 
things completely unrelated to 
the field I am studying.

Molly Covarrubias ’20

    Sociology, Hispanic Studies

      Caroline C. Edwards ‘70  
Current Use Internship Fund

   Hoops and Homework 
Framingham, Massachusetts

   Through my internship with 
Hoops and Homework, I learned 
that the power of community 
and education are the two most 
precious tools we as people have

Niles Cohen ’20

    Film and New Media Studies

      Dan Golden Fellowship

   Hipstory 
Boston, Massachusetts

   This internship gave me the 
opportunity to work on the 
technical and creative skills 
needed to work in the film and 
music industries, and it helped 
me make friendships and 
business connections.

Rachel Crafford ’20

    Environmental Science, 
Anthropology

      Doreen M. Frasca ‘76  
Internship Fund

   Massachusetts Audubon 
Wellfleet Bay Wildlife Sanctuary 
and Cape Cod National Seashore 
(National Park Service) 
Wellfleet, Massachusetts

   I had the opportunity to conduct 
research for an extended period 
of time, and I was able to spend 
the majority of my time working 
in the field -  something I had not 
done before. It was incredibly 
interesting.

Cailin Coleman ’20

    Psychology

      Dan Golden Fellowship

   The Benson-Henry Institute 
for Mind Body Medicine at 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
Boston, Massachusetts

   My experience as a clinical 
research intern at the Benson-
Henry Institute connected to 
my academic experience as it 
allowed me to gain hands-on 
experience with what have 
previously learned in a classroom 
about research and health 
psychology.

Krisandra Cusanelli ’19

    Computer Science

      Merit Scholarship

   Lexomics Research Group 
Norton, Massachusetts

   My experience as one of the 
software developers on the 
Lexos team made me realize 
that I enjoy unit testing. I am 
thinking about pursuing this area 
of computer science as an entry 
level position upon graduating in 
the spring. 

Alisha Congleton ’20

    Psychology

      Sarah Hartley McCutcheon ‘81 
Memorial Endowment Fund  
for Internships

   Special Olympics Massachusetts 
Marlborough, Massachusetts

   My internship at Special 
Olympics confirmed for me that 
I would love to work with and 
advocate for people who have 
intellectual and developmental 
disabilities. I also learned that 
I love working for a nonprofit 
organization that shares my 
same passions.

. . . Career Services organizes and hosts more than 80 career planning events for students each year . . . 
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Zuzka Czerw ’20

    International Relations, 
Anthropology

      Davis International Fellowship

   AMUMRA 
Buenos Aires, Argentina

   My internship provided me with 
insights into Latin American 
political structures, migratory 
movements, and social life 
in my area of concentration, 
which will allow me to bring 
in new perspectives to the 
classroom. 

Christina DesVergnes ’19

    Music

      Merit Scholarship

   Music Innovation in Trinidad 
Trinidad and Tobago

   My class in Trinidad strongly 
encouraged cultural immersion.  
We were encouraged to learn 
as much as we could about the 
culture, including how to interact 
in culturally appropriate ways.  In 
America one would ask, “May I 
have chickpeas and potatoes 
with a little bit of hot sauce 
please?” In Trinidad, one would 
say, “I’ll have potato and channa 
roti with slight pepper please.”

Emily Dawkins ’20

    Neuroscience

      Merit Scholarship

   German and Austrian Modernism 
New York, New York

   This course helped me 
appreciate the importance 
and advantages of an 
interdisciplinary education, and 
I am now considering becoming 
a neuroscience and German 
double major.

Fatoumata Diallo ’19

    Anthropology

      Davis International Fellowship

   Consulate of Gambia  
Nagoya, Japan

   Before this internship, I was very 
confused as to what I wanted 
to do after graduation. Working 
with so many influential people 
really helped narrow down what I 
want to do in the future.

Bailey DeBiase ’20

    Psychology, Studio Art

      Merit Scholarship

   Faculty-led Trip 
Trinidad and Tobago

   Getting the opportunity to 
learn about the history and 
then experience steel drums 
in the country that they 
originated in was an incredible 
experience. This trip will change 
my experience with the Lymin’ 
Lyons.

Karin Dion ’20

    Computer Science

      Anne Hutchens McCormick ‘57 
Career Exploration Fund

   Brickyard VFX 
Boston, Massachusetts

   This internship confirmed that 
I would like to pursue a career 
in the computer graphics and 
animation industries - hopefully 
working on movies.

Hailey DeLuca Lowell ’19

    Education and Society  
independent major)

      Smiley Family Endowed  
Career Exploration Fund

   Breakthrough Greater Boston  
Cambridge, Massachusetts

   I learned that I can work a lot 
harder than I thought I could.

Rachel Dixon ’19

    Biology

      Mars Fellowship for Career 
Exploration

   Optometric Associates of  
Bristol LLC, Bristol, Connecticut

   By returning to this internship 
site for the third time I have been 
able to expand my knowledge 
of the field of optometry even 
further than before. All of my 
experiences in combination 
have allowed for the growth of 
numerous personal skills which 
I will be able to utilize toward my 
intended career path.

 . . . Academic Advising and Career Services are integrated to help students connect academic interests to careers . . .
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Kevin Elkhoury ’21

    Chemistry, Bioinformatics

      Smiley Family Endowed Career 
Exploration Fund

   Beth Israel Deaconess  
Medical Center’s Vascular 
Biology Program 
Boston, Massachusetts

   This internship gave me the 
opportunity to take all the 
knowledge I had learned from 
all of my science courses and 
mix them together in real life 
applications.

Nathan Domingos ’20

    Studio Art

      Merit Scholarship

   Scandic Footwear 
Burlington, Massachusetts

   My internship experience allowed 
me to pursue my passion for 
design and taught me valuable 
life lessons.

Lily Fiore ’20

    Sociology

      Jean E. Phillips ‘49 Endowed 
Internship Fund for Filene Center

   Taunton Housing Authority 
Taunton, Massachussets

   I learned that this is a field of 
social work that I could see as 
a future career. It also showed 
me how much this work helps 
families. I would love to be part 
of something that could help 
someone get back on their feet 
or just to have access to more 
opportunities.  

Olivia Donovan ’19

    Biology

      The Conger Family  
Internship Fund

   Joppa Flats Education Center, 
Newburyport, Massachusetts

   Throughout this experience 
I learned that I can be a great 
public speaker and leader if I 
put the time into constantly 
practicing and improving.  

Neil Fitzgerald ’20

    Business and Management

      Merit Scholarship

   Wakefield Community  
Access Television 
Wakefield, Massachusetts

   After interning at WCAT, I learned 
that although I may not be 
working for a television company 
when I am older, I do want to be 
part of a strong, team-oriented 
group with similar goals, like the 
members at WCAT. This work 
atmosphere made coming in 
each day enjoyable.

Julia Doo ’20

    Neuroscience

      Mars Fellowship for  
Career Exploration

   Atlantis Global Fellowship/
Hospital Shadowing 
Montevideo, Uruguay

   This experience brought my 
pre-medical studies from the 
classroom to the real world. 

Erika Fitzpatrick ’20

    Neuroscience

      Carolyn Sapir and Nancy Gagnon 
Career Exploration Fund

   Yale Child Study Center 
New Haven, Connecticut

   This internship taught me that 
I am capable of successfully 
completing challenging 
tasks. I learned to persevere 
to accomplish difficult and 
novel tasks, how to effectively 
communicate with coworkers, 
and how to motivate myself to 
take on independent projects 
of my own interests and 
incorporate them into my job’s 
assignments. 

Keegan Douglass ’20

    Film and New Media Studies

      Wheaton College Summer 
Institute for Social 
Entrepreneurship

   Wheaton Innovates (WiN)  
at MassChallenge 
Boston, Massachusetts

   I have grown to work better with a 
team than I did in past years. This 
has impacted both my skills in 
working with people and my film 
production skills, which is what I 
focused on during this internship.

 . . . Academic Advising and Career Services are integrated to help students connect academic interests to careers . . .
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Brittany Flynn ’19

    Psychology

      Caroline C. Edwards ‘70  
Current Use Internship Fund

   Spencer-East Brookfield 
Regional School District/McAuley 
Nazareth Home for Boys 
Spencer-East Brookfield/
Leicester,  Massachusetts

   My summer internships 
supported each other well, both 
offering insight into the fields 
of psychology and education. 
I had a wonderful experience 
working with the students and 
learning about what my aspiring 
career might look like as a school 
psychologist.

CandyGreen ’20

    Music

      1986 Navigator Fellowship

   Delaware Choral Academy/ 
The Choir School of  
Newport County 
Aix-en Provence, France, 
and Hereford/Worcester, 
England 

   This experience reignited my 
passion for life and for music. 
I learned to love my subject of 
study in a new way, and rekindle 
the flame that drives me to sing.

Alana Franklin ’19

    Neuroscience

      Dan Golden Fellowship

   Sweetser 
Brunswick/Lewiston, Maine

   This internship taught me a lot 
about the path of becoming a 
clinical social worker (which starts 
with applying for my master’s 
degree ASAP). 

Hannah Greene ’20

    Environmental Science

      Merit Scholarship

   Faculty-led Geology Trip 
Reykjavik, Iceland

   This experience reaffirmed 
my passion for studies relating 
to how changing climatic and 
environmental conditions will 
affect the livelihood of flora, 
fauna, and humanity. It also 
showed me that I am more 
interested in biological and 
chemical research than studies 
related to physics, and that I 
thoroughly enjoy fieldwork and 
working outside with others.

Alexander Friedman ’21

    Undeclared

      Barbara Shalita Samuelson ‘64 
Work and Learning  
Fellows Endowment 

   Yale Endocrinology Department 
New Haven,Connecticut

   This internship pushed my career 
aspirations in the right direction. I 
now know that I want to pursue a 
field of medicine that has a lot of 
patient contact.

Emily Griffin ’19

    Neuroscience

      Barbara Frelinghuysen Israel ‘67 
Internship

   Morrison Center 
Scarborough, Maine

   This internship connected 
everything I had been learning in 
my neuroscience classes to real 
people and made me excited to 
one day work as an occupational 
therapist. 

Rebecca Golding ’19

    Early Childhood Education, 
Psychology

      Elizabeth Stitt ‘88  
Wheaton Fund Internship

   Research Assistant for  
Professor Vicki Bartolini 
Norton/Brockton, Massachusetts

   This internship has shown me 
the different opportunities 
there are in the education field.  
Professor Bartolini is such an 
inspiration and has shown me 
that you can go from being an 
elementary school teacher to 
a college professor, as well as a 
department head - and even an 
author. 

Alvaro Guerra Rodriguez ’20

    Mathematics, Economics

      Wheaton College Summer 
Institute for Social 
Entrepreneurship

   Wheaton Innovates (WiN)  
at MassChallenge 
Boston, Massachusetts

   I realized that I really want to 
pursue a career in finance, 
especially because I understood 
how it connects to other 
business areas.

. . . The Keefe Family Foundation Business Fellowship supports experiential learning for Business and Management majors . . .
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Sophia Hatzikos ’20

    Economics, Studio Art

      Merit Scholarship

   “Arts in Ireland” 
Ballyvaughan, Ireland

   Quickly, through observation, 
I became fascinated by the 
appearance of fragility in Burren, 
a terrain that is largely rock, 
formally seabed, stable, sturdy 
and strong. My experience in 
Ireland was unlike anything I could 
have experienced at Wheaton, 
taken out of my element and 
thrown into an environment that 
I was excited to explore. 

Theodore Haddow ’19

    American Studies, Theatre and 
Dance Studies

      Esther Newberg ‘63  
Wheaton Fund Stipend for 
Experiential Learning 

   Brown University Library 
Collections Annex 
Providence, Rhode Island

   The intersection of American 
history and theater in my 
internship connected perfectly 
with both my majors.

Maia Hay ’20

    Studio Art, Political Science

      Merit Scholarship

   “Arts in Ireland” 
Ballyvaughan, Ireland

   I had the freedom in an academic 
space to truly create what I 
wanted and envisioned. I was 
able to create my own work 
in a space based upon my 
surroundings, with no guidelines, 
restrictions or limitations. 

Eman Haj Alkhdair ’20

    Political Science, Economics

      Porter  Cleveland Fellowship

   The Legal Aid Society  
of Cleveland 
Cleveland, Ohio

   This opportunity helped solidify 
my love for humanitarianism and 
law.

Anna Healy ’20

    Chemistry

      Merit Scholarship

   University of Rhode Island 
Chemistry Department 
Kingston, Rhode Island

   This experience showed me  
that I love chemistry and that  
it is truly what I want to devote 
my life to. 

Claire Hammond ’20

    Physics

      Merit Scholarship

   Faculty-led Geology Trip 
Reykjavik, Iceland

   My research trip helped me 
develop field skills I will take with 
me after my time at Wheaton. 

Elizabeth Heistand ’20

    Neuroscience

      Merit Scholarship

   Rhode Island Hospital 
Department of Psychiatry  
Adult Partial Hospital Program 
Providence, Rhode Island

   This experience solidified my 
desire to attend medical school 
and work with patients. I cannot 
express in two sentences or less 
how much this summer meant 
to me.

Caylee Hapworth ’20

    Neuroscience

      Martha Van Cott Singdahlsen 
‘57 Wheaton Fund Career 
Exploration Fund

   Inland Hospital 
Waterville, Maine

   I have gained a stronger idea of 
what it’s like to work in a hospital 
setting and, because of this, I 
am inspired more than ever to 
become a physician assistant.

. . . The Keefe Family Foundation Business Fellowship supports experiential learning for Business and Management majors . . .
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Sasha Herman ’20

    Sociology, Hispanic Studies

      Merit Scholarship

   Mobilization for Justice 
New York, New York 

   My experience reminded to 
constantly be conscious of the 
ultimate purpose of my studies, 
which is to effect change. I’ve 
learned that stable housing is 
fundamental to so many social 
issues that I’ve learned about, 
and my experience was incredibly 
meaningful in allowing me to 
be mindful and aware of the 
importance of always connecting 
my academic interests to real 
world experiences. 

Wendy Ireland ’19

    Biology

      Merit Scholarship

   Virginia Aquarium and  
Marine Science Center 
Virginia Beach, Virginia

   This experience has helped 
me explore further into biology 
and animal behaviors while also 
dipping into an enticing field of 
marine biology. I learned vast 
information about new species 
that I wouldn’t have had the 
opportunity to otherwise. 

Ashley Hill ’20

    Neuroscience

      Wheaton Fund Internship

   Catholic Medical Center 
Manchester, New Hampshire

   I had the opportunity to shadow 
various specialties in the hospital 
setting alongside patients and 
medical professionals. This 
experience brought me to the 
decision that I plan to go to 
graduate school to become a 
nurse practitioner or physician 
assistant in the obstetrics or 
neonatal care areas.  

Christian Joachim ’19

    Computer Science

      Junior Summer  
Stipend Fellowship

   Flannel Cow Creamery  
Mansfield, Massachusetts

   This internship prepared me for 
my future endeavors in the world 
of technology.  

Leury Holguin ’19

    Hispanic Studies, Film Production 
and Social Change (independent 
major)

      Davis International Fellowship

   Asociación Civil Caminantes  
de Buenos Aires 
Buenos Aires, Argentina

   I left Buenos Aires knowing that 
this is the kind of work I want to 
pursue and that I am definitely on 
the right track in doing so.

Mack Jones ’20

    Secondary Education, History

      Merit Scholarship

   Maine Historical Society 
Portland, Maine

   My experience at Maine 
Historical Society gave me new 
insight on museum studies, 
archival work and preservation.

Jeremy Holt ’20

    English, International Relations

      Merit Scholarship

   “Innovation and Social Change in 
Emerging Economies” 
Accra, Ghana

   The Ghana trip gave me on-
the-ground experience in Africa, 
my region of focus for my major 
in international relations, and 
confirmed to me my interest in 
studying and working there.

Tony Karera ’20

    Chemistry

      Merit Scholarship

   University of Global  
Health Equity 
Kigali, Rwanda

   Prior to my internship 
experience, I did not know that I 
am interested in doing research. 

 . . . The college’s Davis International Fellows Program provides a $5,000 stipend for summer internships, research and volunteer work abroad . . .
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Tala Kayyali ’20

    Film and New Media Studies

      Merit Scholarship

   Animus Studios 
Providence, Rhode Island

   My experiences with this 
internship allowed me to explore 
the real-life applications of 
my education, and what skills 
I should develop further and 
capitalize on.

Morgan Karnes ’20

    Biology

      Merit Scholarship

   Central Maine Medical Center 
Lewiston, Maine

   This opportunity allowed me to 
grow personally and academically 
by exposing me to a new field 
of science. I was able to explore 
the process of clinical research 
firsthand and interact with many 
highly educated professionals.

Erin Kean ’20

    Business and Management, 
Psychology

      Keefe Family Foundation 
Work and Learning Fellows 
Endowment

   The Fitness Asylum 
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts

   I learned that I most likely do not 
want to start my own business. 
I also learned that I am great 
at talking to people and I am 
extremely outgoing. I just have 
to step out of my comfort zone a 
tiny bit. 

Bailey Karnes ’20

    Business and Management

      Merit Scholarship

   A Family Affair of Maine 
Gray, Maine

   Previously, I did not have a 
concrete idea of what career 
path I wanted to pursue. While 
this experience may have 
discouraged me from entering 
the hospitality field, I now have a 
better idea of what I would rather 
pursue with my degree. 

Shiann Keene ’20

    Economics, Psychology

      Merit Scholarship

   Mexicali Blues 
Newcastle, Maine

   Being surrounded by natural 
leaders in my summer internship 
has highlighted for me the type 
of person that I aspire to be: 
organized, yet able to adjust; 
professional, yet fun; very 
knowledgeable, but also open 
to learning; great at delegating 
tasks, but also super supportive 
of the team as a whole. 

Anastasia Kasem-Beg ’20

    Sociology, Studio Art

      Merit Scholarship

   “Arts in Ireland” 
Ballyvaughn, Ireland

   The Arts in Ireland trip helped me 
grow not only as an artist but also 
an adult. I have grown to be more 
independent and dynamic.

Jacob Keene ’20

    Business and Management

      Sonya Dozoretz Rhodes ‘64 
Work and Learning  
Endowment Fund

   LG&P 
East Bridgewater, Massachusetts

   From my internship at LG&P, 
I learned that I do not want a 
desk job. I am more of a moving 
around and hands-on type of 
person, and I would be more 
productive in a fast-paced and 
intense environment.

Ashita Katariya ’20

    Psychology

      Helen C. Powell ‘65  
Crossroads Fellowship

   Self Development Lab 
Norton, Massachusetts

   I learned that I love qualitative 
research and want to pursue a 
career in the field of multicultural 
psychology. 

 . . . The college’s Davis International Fellows Program provides a $5,000 stipend for summer internships, research and volunteer work abroad . . .
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Nicholas Kelly ’21

    Biochemistry

      Mars Fellowship for  
Career Exploration

   Massachusetts General Hospital 
Boston, Massachusetts

   This experience connected 
to my academic experience 
and major by allowing me to 
demonstrate laboratory skills 
that have been developed over 
the recent years in a professional 
setting.

Anastasia Kranz ’20

    Religion

      Merit Scholarship

   Independent Research 
Norton, Massachusetts

   I learned that my dueling 
identities as a Catholic, 
socialist and feminist are 
not incompatible. I learned 
the impact and importance 
of the use of Christianity for 
progressive political means. 
Finally and most important, 
it allowed me to look into the 
future of my academic career 
and the direction I plan to take. 

William Kerester ’20

    Biology

      Paula Laliberte ‘86  
Internship Fund

   UMass Cranberry Station 
East Wareham, Massachusetts

   The skills I learned in the 
lab proved invaluable to the 
experiments I performed with 
weevils.

Lindsay Kreill ’20

    Political Science, Economics

      Merit Scholarship

   Hall Hunger Initiative 
Dayton, Ohio

   My experience with Hall Hunger 
Initiative helped me realize what I 
am passionate about and taught 
me how I can use my own unique 
background and privileges to 
fight hunger in the U.S. and 
worldwide. 

Benjamin Kline ’20

    Political Science

      Wheaton Fund Internship

   Dan Koh for Congress, 
Massachusetts Third 
Congressional District 
Andover, Massachusetts

   There is no ceiling to how hard I 
can work if I am passionate about 
that work. 

Julia LaBarge ’20

    Biology

      Davis International Fellowship

   Asociacion Vida Verdiazul 
(through Maximo Nivel) 
Junquillal, Costa Rica

   I learned that anything is 
possible, and never to again be 
afraid of pushing my limits. My 
summer experience was life 
changing, and I would not be who 
I am now if I never volunteered 
with Verdiazul. 

Ian Kobelenz ’20

    Chemistry

      Merit Scholarship

   Wheaton College Chemistry 
Department 
Norton, Massachusetts

   I learned that I am a chemist, 
and that I have talent for it. I 
am confident in continuing 
my pursuit to be a chemical 
engineer. 

Rachel Lachance ’20

    Business and Management

      Merit Scholarship

   Community Little Theatre  
Auburn, Maine

   This experience gave me 
firsthand knowledge on how a 
non-profit theatre operates, 
which connects to my major in 
Business with a concentration in 
non-profits and the arts.  

 . . . Wheaton students can put their ideas for creating a better world  into action through the Davis 100 Projects for Peace program . . .   
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Yizhou Li ’20

    Business and Management

      Keefe Family Foundation 
Work and Learning Fellows 
Endowment 

   Baidu Inc. 
 Shenzhen, China

   In my perspective, the internship 
in Baidu this summer is highly 
relative to my major, and it 
taught me how traffic becomes 
money. It was a very inspiring 
experience.  

Valerie LaVar ’21

    Political Science

      Patricia Dunn Grey ‘80 Endowed 
Fund for the Filene Center

   Future Giants Organization 
Harlem, New York

   I learned that asking for help and 
developing ideas with a team 
can make a difference in my 
strategic thinking. I am no longer 
afraid of failing, because I know 
I will learn better with the next 
attempt.  

Eamon Littler ’20

    Physics, Computer Science

      Wheaton Fund Internship

   Lexomics Research Group 
Norton, Massachusetts

   Programming has always been 
a solo activity for me. It was 
amazing to work with others 
on a project built upon several 
summers. 

Mathew LeBlanc ’20

    Computer Science

      Wheaton Fund Internship

   Lexomics Research Group 
Norton, Massachusetts

   This internship gave me the 
opportunity to help build a 
professional web app for the  
first time. 

Sara Liu ’19

    History

      Merit Scholarship

   AES World Languages and 
Cultures Institute 
Boston, Massachusetts

   From this experience I learned 
that I enjoy hands-on work and 
collaboration, and that I am 
capable of handling various 
challenges and situations. 

Celia Leimbach ’20

    Economics

      Merit Scholarship

   U.S. Forest Service 
Ketchum, Idaho

   My volunteer experience with 
Sawtooth National Forest gave 
me the opportunity to meet 
different people from all over the 
world. I gained a greater feeling of 
independence and self-reliance.

Bingchen Liu ’21

    Physics

      Wheaton Fund Internship

   Wheaton College 
Norton, Massachusetts 

   My research is about astronomy, 
and astronomy is strongly related 
with physics. In this research, I 
gained lots of knowledge about 
physics and astronomy.

Yunshen Li ’20

    Economics

      Junior Summer  
Stipend Fellowship

   Dalian Cosco Shipping Container 
Transport Co. LTD 
Dalian, China

   This experience gave me a 
foundation of accounting and 
marketing, which I would like to 
learn in following semesters. 
Also, I have combined what I 
learned in economics class with 
work in the finance department.

 . . . Wheaton students can put their ideas for creating a better world  into action through the Davis 100 Projects for Peace program . . .   
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Amy Livermore ’19

    Psychology

      Merit Scholarship

   The Amazing World of  
Dr. Seuss Museum 
Springfield, Massachusetts

   This internship impacted my 
career experience a great deal 
because I was able to work 
further with young children in an 
academic setting. However, I was 
outside the classroom, which 
is completely new to me, and it 
allowed me to gain a great deal 
of skill I might not have otherwise 
gained before graduating. 

Margy Mackin ’19

    Psychology

      Merit Scholarship

   Rhode Island Hospital, 
Department of Psychiatry 
Providence, Rhode Island

   My experience as a clinical 
research intern was very valuable 
as it taught me new skills 
pertaining to both quantitative 
and qualitative research  in the 
field of psychology. Additionally, I 
am grateful I had this opportunity 
because it introduced me 
to gender-based violence 
prevention research, which is a 
topic of interest to me. 

Rebecca Livingston ’20

    Business and Management, 
Elementary Education

      Merit Scholarship

   Myrth Ceramics 
Allston, Massachusetts

   Interning at Myrth improved 
my technical ceramics skills 
and provided me firsthand 
experience with small business 
operations. I am currently 
working on creating my own 
ceramics business using the 
skills and confidence I gained this 
summer. 

Mwarianesu Makufa ’20

    Psychology

      Suzanne Fogleson Golden ‘67 
Work and Learning Fellows 
Endowment

   Duduza Swaziland 
Mbabane, Swaziland

   I gained experience in how to 
conduct psychological research 
and analysis in a real world 
scenario.

Jennifer Loveland-Rose ’20

    Environmental Science, 
International Relations

      Merit Scholarship

   Cape Cod National Seashore, MA 
Audubon’s Wellfleet Bay  
Wildlife Sanctuary 
Wellfleet, Massachusetts

   I was able to be very independent 
in this experience, living with 
fellow researchers, cooking 
my own meals and working on 
something I was very interested 
to be a part of. It really reinforced 
my commitment to the path I am 
currently on.

Sarah Maliarik ’20

    Hispanic Studies, Theatre and 
Dance Studies

      Helen C. Powell ‘65  
Crossroads Fellowship

   Sonoma Academy 
Santa Rosa, California

   Working at my former high 
school allowed me to gain 
hands-on teaching experience 
while also networking for my 
future career. The student-
teacher relationships I had prior 
have since evolved into more 
professional ones.

Nicole Lussier ’20

    Biology

      Merit Scholarship

   Southwick’s Zoo 
Mendon, Massachusetts

   This internship gave me hands-
on experience in handling, 
training, presenting and caring 
for over 120 exotic and native 
animals, and made me realize 
that I want a career in zoology. 

Emma Marcou ’20

    English

      David B. Rich ‘90 Internship

   The Nature Conservancy,  
New Hampshire Chapter 
Concord, New Hampshire

   I learned the benefits and 
challenges of having a flexible 
schedule and that I’m interested 
in pursuing a career in land-use 
planning and regulation.

 . . . Our alumni network spans the globe & comes to campus  with hundreds of graduates returning annually to help current students . . . 
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Elisa   McClear ’20

    Studio Art, Art History

      The Karmen Family  
Internship Fund

   New Britain Museum of American 
Art/Mattatuck Museum 
New Britain/Waterbury, 
Connecticut

   I was able to work hands-on with 
art objects and engage in multiple 
ways in the museum world while 
utilizing skills from both of my 
majors. These experiences 
have encouraged me to pursue 
museum work as a career. 

Kiki Marlam ’20

    Psychology,  Business and 
Management

      Wheaton Fund Internship

   Brown University, The Sleep For 
Science Research Program 
Providence, Rhode Island

   This research internship was 
an immersive experience that 
challenged me to use the 
knowledge learned from my 
research methods class toward 
hands-on data collection and 
data review. I realized that to be 
a great researcher, ethics and 
respect for a subject’s overall 
well-being is paramount.  

Sara McLeman ’20

    Neuroscience

      Davis International Fellowship

   Atlantis Global Fellowship 
Lisbon, Portugal

   This fellowship allowed me to 
travel to a new country while 
learning from doctors at the 
same time. The experience 
helped me determine the areas 
of medicine I am most interested 
in and want to pursue further as 
I work toward my goal of being a 
physician assistant.

Katherine Martin ’20

    Philosophy

      The Archer Family Internship

   Edmund Niles Huyck Preserve 
Rensselaerville, New York

   During my internship, I learned 
a lot about myself and what I 
want for my future. I was able to 
experience different positions 
within my field, and I now know 
the direction I want to go as 
I continue toward my career 
path. 

Helen Delilah Meegan ’20

    Public Health

      Andrew J. Goldberg and  
Karen Putterman Fund

   Martha’s Vineyard Medical 
Reserve Corps 
Martha’s Vineyard, 
Massachusetts

   This internship strengthened my 
social skills by working as part of 
a team, and by stepping up to 
take on responsibility. I learned 
about my abilities to problem 
solve.

Julia Martorano ’19

    Biology

      Merit Scholarship

   Seven Hills Pediatrics 
Groton, Massachusetts

   Going into this opportunity, 
I was still not entirely sure 
whether my career would take 
a more research-focused or 
patient-focused path.  After this 
internship, I know that I would 
almost certainly like to work 
with patients or community 
residents, especially in ways that 
are educational, informative or 
assistive.

Kaitlin Megathlin ’20

    Political Science

      Ann S. & Samuel M. Mencoff 
Internship Fund

   Maine Youth Court 
Portland, Maine

   This experience impacted my 
career development because 
being able to talk with these 
individuals, connect with them, 
and to hear their stories was 
such an amazing experience, and 
has solidified my goals of helping 
people upon leaving Wheaton.

Daniel Mazzaro ’20

    Political Science

      Elizabeth Wright Shippee ‘37 
Fund for Work and Learning 
Fellows

   Office of New York City Council 
Member Ben Kallos of the  
Fifth District 
New York, New York  

   The time I spent working in the 
office of Council Member Ben 
Kallos was a valuable experience 
that has positively impacted 
my career ambitions. I hope to 
use the lessons I learned in local 
government this summer as a 
platform for the future. 

 . . . Our alumni network spans the globe & comes to campus  with hundreds of graduates returning annually to help current students . . . 
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Hannah Merseal ’19

    Music, Psychology

      Mars Fellowship for Career 
Exploration

   Tufts University’s ICoN and  
Music Cognition Labs 
Medford, Massachusetts

   This experience allowed me to 
conduct my own research on 
music cognition as part of a 
larger project. I will be listed as 
an author on the paper when 
it is published, which will be 
amazing when I apply to graduate 
programs this fall.

Daniel Mullen ’20

    Computer Science, Music

      Merit Scholarship

   Lexomics Research Group 
Norton, Massachusetts

   Working on Lexos helped 
familiarize me with a professional 
codebase and gave me the skills 
to effectively program in a team.

Jennifer Migotsky ’19

    Creative Writing and Literature

      Merit Scholarship

   New Venture Media Group LLC 
Boston, Massachusetts

   I got to see the many ways my 
writing, editing and research skills 
can be used in the real world. 
The experience taught me what 
opportunities exist out there, 
showed me more concretely 
what I’m looking for in a career, 
and gave me confidence moving 
toward life post-Wheaton.

Sophie Nerone ’20

    Biochemistry

      Merit Scholarship

   University of Rhode Island 
Kingston, Rhode Island

   Participating in amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis research in 
a neuroscience lab directly 
connects to my interest in 
medicine. This experience also 
tied together topics learned 
in STEM classes taken at 
Wheaton.  

Madeline Morrison ’20

    Neuroscience

      Merit Scholarship

   South County Health 
Wakefield, Rhode Island

   My internship helped me finalize 
my decision on which pre-
health track I want to pursue. 
Shadowing different health 
professionals over the summer 
gave me insight into which 
specialties I am interested in and 
brought me to the conclusion 
that after graduation I would 
like to attend graduate school 
for a MSN to become a nurse 
practitioner.

Phuntsho Norbu ’19

    Computer Science, Mathematics 
and Economics

      Junior Summer  
Stipend Fellowship

   Lexomics Research Group 
Norton, Massachusetts

   There is always knowledge to 
be learned from anyone. One of 
most important skills I learned is 
the ability to work within a team.

Allison Mosier ’19

    Anthropology, International 
Relations

      Merit Scholarship

   Senator Bob Smith  
New Jersey, District 17 
Piscataway/Trenton, New Jersey 

   Through this internship I 
learned that I want to shift my 
interests in public health and 
pursue it through the avenue of 
government affairs and policy 
development.

Sydney O’Brien ’20

    Biology

      Mars Fellowship for  
Career Exploration

   Beardsley Zoo 
Bridgeport, Connecticut

   I learned that I can do anything 
if I set my mind to it. Many 
zoo- keepers are women, and 
I spent 10 weeks learning from 
three empowering women how 
to be independent and tackle 
problems on my own.

 . . . The college connects students with internships around  the globe: 360 cities, 36 states & 67 countries . . . 
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Jenna Palmer ’20

    Business and Management

      Sharon F. Callahan ‘84 Wheaton 
Fund for Experiential Learning

   WaterFire Providence 
Cranston, Rhode Island

   My experience with WaterFire 
Providence solidified my desire 
to work with artistic expression 
for a good cause.

Jared O’Donnell ’19

    Business and Management

      Stephen E. and Carol M. Canter 
‘66 Endowed Fund in Experiential 
Learning

   Skydive New England  
Lebanon, Maine

   Through working with Skydive 
New England, I have further 
cemented my goals of becoming 
a professional pilot. Spending 
every day in this exciting 
environment has given me a 
hunger that only experiencing 
human flight can satisfy. 

Gina Pardi ’20

    Neuroscience

      Davis International Fellowship

   Kenya Scholar-Athlete Project 
Thika, Kenya

   Through my experience in Kenya, 
I learned that no matter how 
scary or impossible a situation 
may seem, I can endure it and 
find a way to thrive. As a result, 
I feel I am a more confident and 
capable leader. 

Connor O’Keefe ’19

    Business and Management, 
Economics

      Merit Scholarship

   The Startup Expert 
Tampa, Florida

   My internship was a very 
beneficial experience and I am 
very thankful for the opportunity 
that I had to work as a marketing 
intern this past summer. I was 
able to apply what I have learned 
in my coursework at Wheaton 
as a business and management 
and economics major and gained 
valuable marketing skills and 
knowledge.

Pia Parisi-Marcoux ’19

    Political Science, Hispanic 
Studies

      Davis International Fellowship

   Independent Research  
Buenos Aires, Argentina

   This experience radically 
shifted how I understood art’s 
relationship to the social realm. 
It’s a unique and powerful way to 
relate to and understand one’s 
surroundings, and to effect 
change within them. 

William O’Leary ’21

    Undeclared

      Mars Fellowship for Career 
Exploration

   Wheaton College Physics 
Department  
Norton, Massachusetts

   This experience has excited 
me to join the professional field 
of physics. The work I did was 
difficult and even frustrating 
at times, but it was also quite 
rewarding. I learned that I still 
have a lot to learn.

Liam Pearson ’19

    Economics, Business and 
Management

      Merit Scholarship

   SABR Capital Management 
New York, New York 

   I learned many imperative skills 
to be had in the finance industry, 
as well as different strengths and 
weaknesses that I am able to 
build on and improve. 

Andres Ortiz Bueno ’21

    English

      Blakely Fetridge Bundy ‘66 
Work and Learning Fellowship in 
Early Childhood Education and 
Development

   International Volunteer HQ: 
Teaching and Education 
Buenos Aires, Argentina

   This experience helped me 
use my free time effectively in 
learning about my study area 
outside the classroom, while 
also helping to make the world a 
better place.

 . . . The college connects students with internships around  the globe: 360 cities, 36 states & 67 countries . . . 
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Kimberly Piontkowski ’19

    Psychology

      Merit Scholarship

   YWCA of Western 
Massachusetts 
Springfield, Massachusetts

   I got the opportunity to connect 
and work with survivors of 
domestic violence and sexual 
assault, which compliments my 
interest in public health issues 
such as gender-based violence. 
This experience also helped me 
identify and cultivate personal 
and professional goals, including 
post-graduation plans.

Evan Provencher ’19

    Film and New Media Studies,  
Art History

      Merit Scholarship

   Wheaton College  
Permanent Collections 
Norton, Massachusetts

   This experience most certainly 
strengthened my career 
interest in working as a museum 
professional. I have a much 
better sense of the work ahead 
and am truly excited to continue 
on this path.

Brenna Pitman ’20

    Economics

      Merit Scholarship

   South Shore Habitat  
for Humanity 
Weymouth, Massachusetts

   I learned that making a difference 
in the community is possible 
when you are dedicated, 
motivated and light-hearted. 

Elizabeth Pugliese ’20

    Biochemistry

      Merit Scholarship

   The Hibino Lab at Johns Hopkins 
Baltimore, Maryland

   My experience this summer 
helped me realize how much I 
really love doing research. I am 
not sure exactly what I will do 
with my career, but I do know 
now that I want some kind of 
research to be involved. 

Isabel Pongratz ’20

    Theatre and Dance Studies, 
English

      Caroline C. Edwards ‘70  
Current Use Internship Fund

   ImprovBoston 
Cambridge, Massachusetts

   Through this internship I was 
able to grow as a writer, actor, 
producer and team member. 
Improv is all about teamwork, 
and working with positive 
reinforcement I was able to really 
contribute to the function of the 
theater as a team player. 

Sydney Rainone ’21

    Biology

      Mars Fellowship for  
Career Exploration

   Comprehensive  
OB/GYN Care Inc. 
Cranston, Rhode Island

   This experience really made me 
aware of how much women’s 
health means to me, and how 
much fulfillment I can get from 
helping people. 

Jonathan Prideaux ’20

    Physics, Computer Science

      Merit Scholarship

   Wheaton College Observatory 
Norton, Massachusetts

   To see my project go from 
an idea to reality was a 
fulfilling feeling and has kept 
me motivated to see where 
computer science application 
can take me.

Chelsea Rairdon ’20

    Economics

      Ann S. and Samuel M. Mencoff 
Internship Fund

   Janet Mills for Governor 
Campaign 
Westbrook, Maine

   This experience impacted my 
career development by helping 
me gain important skills if I want 
to pursue a career in political 
finance.  

 . . . More than 400 Wheaton alums participate in the college’s national network for jobs and internships . . .    
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Matthew Salois ’21

    Film and New Media Studies, 
Computer Science

      Mars Fellowship for  
Career Exploration

   Newscape Productions 
Rollinsford, New Hampshire

   I got to experience what its like 
to edit for a fast-paced YouTube 
production company creating 
machinima content for kids.

Calvin Riiska ’20

    Physics, Math

      Merit Scholarship

   University of Southern Maine 
Portland, Maine

   I was able to apply my knowledge 
of math to the field of biology 
and gain more experience with 
computer programming which 
was new to me.  

Lily Scammon ’20

    Psychology

      Mary Zygala Schleyer ‘74 
Wheaton Fund Internship

   Family Promise of Greater 
Concord/Concord Hospital 
Concord, New Hampshire

   I was able to learn many different 
ways to help people. At Family 
Promise it was rewarding to help 
those in need progress toward a 
goal, while at Concord Hospital 
it felt good to help patients and 
visitors feel more comfortable.

Harmony Ring ’20

    Neuroscience

      Mary Zygala Schleyer ‘74 
Wheaton Fund Internship

   Mango Medical Waimea  
Kamuela, Hawaii

   My summer internship 
experience helped me gain 
confidence in myself and the 
decisions I make.

Dylan Schmitt ’20

    Physics

      Merit Scholarship

   Wheaton College 
Norton, Massachusetts

   This opportunity gave me the 
chance to use what I learned 
from my classes and apply it to 
real-world astronomy research.

Rodney Rugamba ’19

    Business and Management

      Keefe Family Foundation 
Work and Learning Fellows 
Endowment

   Bridge2Rwanda Services 
Kigali City, Rwanda

   The biggest impact of my 
internship was learning more 
about my passions and interests. 
My internship constantly 
necessitated me to begin tasks 
with an end in mind, a strategy 
that helped me understand what 
career journey I aspire to have. 

Colleen Sedney ’20

    Biology

      Merit Scholarship

   The Johns Hopkins Hospital 
Baltimore, Maryland 

   Many of my academic 
experiences were utilized in this 
internship. From the science 
of how microbes spread, to 
the medical ethics of infection 
control,  I was easily able to apply 
my course work to this internship 
experience.

Wabei Saboi ’19

    Economics

      Porter Cleveland Fellowship

   MidTown Cleveland Inc. 
Cleveland, Ohio

   I learned a lot about the effects 
of gentrification in Cleveland and 
applied the knowledge I acquired 
from Professor Williams’s ‘Urban 
Economics’ class. 

 . . . More than 400 Wheaton alums participate in the college’s national network for jobs and internships . . .    
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Meghan Sharick ’20

    Environmental Science

      Mary Zygala Schleyer ‘74 
Wheaton Fund Internship

   Book and Plow Farm at Amherst 
College/Career Services at 
UMass Amherst College of Social 
and Behavioral Sciences 
Amherst, Massachusetts

   Through completing this 
internship I was better able to 
understand how to balance 
the various aspects of a farm, 
which will help me to develop 
the WheaFarm community on 
campus and within Norton.

Christina Smith ’19

    Film and New Media Studies, 
Creative Writing and Literature

      Wheaton College Summer 
Institute for Social 
Entrepreneurship

   Wheaton Innovates (WiN)  
at MassChallenge 
Boston, Massachusetts

   Working with the WiN Team this 
summer allowed me to work 
closely with a number of startup 
companies, build meaningful 
connections. I also gained a 
lot more confidence in film 
production and online content 
creation.

Lillie Shepherd ’20

    Chemistry

      Merit Scholarship

   Southern Oregon Friends  
of Hospice 
Medford, Oregon

   Though my internship 
experience I learned about the 
importance of all-encompassing 
healthcare and how impactful 
even the simplest gesture can 
be. This idea has reinforced 
my drive to go into healthcare, 
assisting those in need any way I 
can.

Rebecca Spadacenta ’20

    Creative Writing and Literature

      Merit Scholarship

   New Haven Pride Center 
New Haven, Connecticut

   I learned the language of 
business and how it is used 
in different methods of 
communication, and that I am 
just as interested in business 
writing as I am in creative writing.

Rishil Sheth ’20

    Business and Management

      Stephen E. and Carol M. Canter 
‘66 Endowed Fund in Experiential 
Learning

   Boston Ujima Project 
Boston, Massachusetts

   I learned that design is a crucial 
part of finance that could stop it 
from becoming accessible.

Gizella Spencer ’20

    Biology

      Merit Scholarship

   Faculty-led Geology Trip 
Reykjavik, Iceland

   My project was studying the 
growth of lichens on cooled 
lava flows of different ages. I 
had to take measurements in 
an unfamiliar setting, outside of 
normal coursework that might 
occur for a biology lab on the 
Wheaton campus. In class, we 
studied ecological succession, 
and I was able to draw from those 
discussions in my understanding 
of my own project in the field in 
Iceland.

Margaret Shields ’19

    Political Science

      Davis International Fellowship

   Legal Aid Scheme of Ghana 
Accra, Ghana

   I learned to be more open-
minded, be OK with feeling 
uncomfortable and to thrive in 
unfamiliar situations. When I first 
arrived in Ghana. I experienced 
serious culture shock and felt 
so overwhelmed, but after a few 
days I got comfortable and really 
starting making the most of my 
time in Ghana.

Abigail Sprague ’20

    Sociology, Hispanic Studies

      Mars Fellowship for  
Career Exploration

   Action of Greater Lansing 
Lansing, Michigan

   This was an eye-opening 
opportunity; it put everything 
I have learned over the past 
two years at Wheaton into the 
context of the everyday lives of 
my fellow community members.

 . . . In 2017-2018, Career Services held more than 100 workshops and info sessions for students searching for jobs and internships. . .   
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Dominick Torres ’20

    Film and New Media Studies

      Caroline C. Edwards ‘70  
Current Use Internship Fund

   John Steptoe Foundation 
New York, New York 

   Working at this internship was 
just great reassurance that I 
chose the right major.

Jules Stewart ’20

    History

      Patricia Dunn Grey ‘80 Endowed 
Fund for the Filene Center

   Jebbit 
Boston, Massachusetts

   I learned a lot about myself from 
this experience. One thing that I 
learned is how doing more than 
expected goes a long way in the 
eye of an employer. 

Nina Treese ’20

    Greek, Anthropology

      Merit Scholarship

   The Podcast Fellowship 
Wayland, Massachusetts

   This experience connected 
directly to my major because I 
was able to apply skills I learned 
as an anthropology and classics 
major outside of class.

Alexander Stomberg ’19

    Business and Management

      Wheaton Fund Internship

   Wheaton Innovates (WiN)  
at MassChallenge 
Boston, Massachusetts

   This experience allowed me to 
further my interest in marketing, 
while giving me relevant work 
that will help me obtain a job in 
marketing in the near future.

Elias Trimbur ’21

    Business and Management 

      Stephen E. and Carol M. Canter 
‘66 Endowed Fund in Experiential 
Learning

   Zito Media 
Coudersport, Pennsylvania

   I know that I want to go into the 
business field, but I’m not sure 
which area of business I like. This 
internship experience gave me 
valuable insight to the statistical 
side of business.

Angelica Sullivan ’20

    Anthropology

      Mars Fellowship for  
Career Exploration

   Vermont Shepherd LLC 
Putney, Vermont

   The summer of 2018 was 
insanely transformative. It gave 
me the opportunity to discover 
not only more about myself but 
also my passions and possible 
career prospects. Working on 
the farm, I learned the power 
of community and the impact 
nature has on sentient beings.

Joshua Trybuch ’19

    Business and Management

      Merit Scholarship

   Absolute Baseball Academy 
Calgary, Canada

   This experience allowed me to 
utilize the skills I have learned at 
Wheaton and gain new skills I will 
use for the rest of my life.

Amanda Swanson ’19

    Biochemistry

      Davis International Fellowship

   University of Auckland 
Auckland, New Zealand

   Through this research 
experience, in addition to 
acquiring new lab skills, I learned 
that I am capable of living abroad 
alone, and I gained confidence in 
my ability to be successful post-
graduation. 

 . . . In 2017-2018, Career Services held more than 100 workshops and info sessions for students searching for jobs and internships. . .   
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Carly Venditti  ’20

    Political Science, Hispanic 
Studies 

      Merit Scholarship

   Waterbury Development 
Corporation  
Waterbury, Connecticut 

   There were so many different 
moving parts within the WDC 
- project management, fair 
housing and small business loan 
support. I want to be an urban 
planner and one day unite these 
movements in the best interest 
of the community. 

Hannah Woloschuk ’20

    Neuroscience

      The Cronin Family Career 
Exploration Fund

   South Shore Hospital 
Weymouth, Massachusetts

   Having the opportunity to work 
in a hospital this summer was 
extremely eye-opening and 
rewarding. After working so 
closely with patients and having 
the opportunity to comfort and 
console them. I have decided 
that a career in medicine is 
definitely for me. 

Callen Wendler ’19

    Political Science

      Mars Fellowship for  
Career Exploration

   Best College Fit 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

   This experience has motivated 
me to pursue a career in college 
admissions.

Andrea Wood ’19

    Neuroscience

      Davis International Fellowship

   Centro Hospitalar Lisboa Norte 
with the Atlantis Project 
Lisbon, Portugal

My internship at Centro Hospitalar 
Lisboa Norte influenced my 
career endeavors by pointing 
me in what direction of medicine 
I want to pursue. I can now see 
myself practicing neurosurgery or 
neurology after finishing medical 
school.

Olivia White ’20

    English

      Henrietta Gates ‘72 Endowed 
Fund for Experiential Learning

   NOVA  
Boston, Massachusetts

   Researching for NOVA’s science 
documentaries allowed me to 
combine my passions for English 
and science.

Molly Wood ’20

    Women’s and Gender Studies

      Katherine Healey ‘84 Fellowship

   Philadelphia Mayor’s Office  
of LGBT Affairs 
Philadelphia,Pennsylvania

   I learned you can always be an 
asset wherever you go so long as 
you share your experiences and 
knowledge and learn from others 
who do the same.

Connor Will ’20

    Psychology

      Smiley Family Endowed Career 
Exploration Fund

   Total Achievement Program 
Norton, Massachusetts

   This internship helped me 
to narrow down the area of 
psychology that I’d like to pursue 
as my career. 

Samantha Worobey ’20

    Neuroscience

      Mary Zygala Schleyer ‘74 
Wheaton Fund Internship

   University Orthopedics 
Providence, Rhode Island

   This experience made me feel 
more secure studying to become 
a physician and researcher. 

 . . . Over the past three years, alumni contributions to the Wheaton Fund made possible more than 400 summer internship stipends . . .   
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Zexi Zhang ’19

    Economics

      Stephen E. and Carol M. Canter 
‘66 Endowed Fund in Experiential 
Learning

   DongWei / China  
Constraction Bank 
Xi’an, Shaanxi

   I learned I have strong 
communication skills working 
with a partner. This internship 
helped to reinforce my desire  
to earn a data analysis degree. 
STAT141, the method of stats, 
was used during my internship.

Amber Wright ’20

    International Relations, Sociology

      Merit Scholarship

   Wheaton College Political 
Science Department 
Norton,  Massachusetts

   This research experience 
helped me develop the skill of 
linking literature from seemingly 
dissimilar traditions as well as 
recognizing the beliefs and 
subtleties of a culture within a 
text, which are invaluable skills for 
an international relations major.

Yilin Zhao ’20

    Psychology

      Stephen E. and Carol M. Canter 
‘66 Endowed Fund in Experiential 
Learning

   China Life Insurance Co. Ltd. 
Jiangsu Branch Company 
Nanjing, China

   I became more aware of my 
strengths and weaknesses, as 
well as my values and interests 
after doing this internship.

Maya Yalkin ’20

    International Relations, Sociology

      Merit Scholarship

   The Washington Institute  
for Near East Policy 
Washington, D.C.

I was able to write my own policy 
watch on the Syrian refugee crisis, 
an issue that was the reason I 
wanted to pursue international 
relations as a major and get into 
a career focusing on immigration 
policies. The mutual respect the 
senior fellows at my internship had 
in their interns made this possible.

Jordan Zimba ’20

    Theatre and Dance Studies, 
English

      Mary Zygala Schleyer ‘74 
Wheaton Fund Internship

   Waterville Opera House 
Waterville, Maine

   A fantastic way for me to meet 
people involved in the arts and 
nonprofits, and allowed me to 
make connections with talented 
people. I was able to shadow my 
superiors, which helped me to 
plan the specifics of the second 
half of my college education.

Keran Yang ’19

    Biology, Psychology

      Davis International Fellowship 
and Elizabeth Manget Walker 
Internship Fund

   Iganga Hospital 
Iganga, Uganda

   My internship in Africa showed 
me that I am gaining knowledge 
not only for myself, that I have 
a greater mission, and that I 
should never lose the awareness 
of reality and what people really 
need. I am surprised by how 
much I was, and still am, being 
affected by this realization.

Marcelle Zaccour Cabal  ’21

    International Relations

      Virginia A. Weil ‘65  
Endowed Internship Fund

   Active Sourcing SAS 
Cali, Colombia

   I learned that one should always 
start from the bottom or have 
knowledge of the smaller 
details within one’s field of 
study. Although international 
commerce is not exactly what 
I want to do once I’m part of 
the workforce, this experience 
has allowed me to better 
understand it.

 . . . Over the past three years, alumni contributions to the Wheaton Fund made possible more than 400 summer internship stipends . . .   
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During my internship, I learned a lot about 
myself and what I want for my future. I was 

able to experience different positions within my 
field, and I now know the direction I want to go as I 

continue toward my career path.

Katherine Martin ’20




